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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
3 tips for selecting a health 
and benefits advisor
By David C. Fortosis
The responsibility of selecting, designing, financing, and managing 
employee benefits is a critical task in today’s medical office business. 
Retirement and medical benefits are subject to more and more 
legislation and require adherence to legislative mandates. In addition, 
the combination of retirement and health and welfare benefits (non-
medical group benefits) is, for many businesses, the second highest 
expense—second only to payroll. Those expenses, if managed well, 
will enhance the success of your practice.
Finding the right advisor to support your efforts is critical to your 
success. Here are some suggestions:

1. Determine your needs
If you need retirement plan advising, be sure your advisor is familiar 
with the range of retirement plans available for practice employees and 
partners. In addition, health care is increasingly getting more complex 
and….more expensive. Thus the need for expertise to protect your 
investments.

HIRING BEST PRACTICES
Build your hiring muscles through 
advanced hiring techniques
Hiring is a critical task for every medical office manager, yet 
sometimes it may seem hard or nearly impossible to find, screen and 
hire great employees.
That needn’t be the case, according to Paul Edwards, CEO and co-
founder of CEDR HR Solutions of Tucson, AZ.
He says the average cost of employee turnover runs between 50 
percent and 200 percent of an employee’s annual salary, and can soar 
to 400 percent if office managers and practice administrators leave 
their jobs and need to be replaced.
That’s why it’s so important to hire the right people. And that begins 
with what Edwards calls a Strategic Attraction Plan—a list of the 
things you want from the person you are hiring.

(continues on page 3)

(continues on page 12)
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medical office manager TM TEAM BUILDING
5 actions to take when you hear, 
“I don’t trust you”
By Audrey Epstein
Talking about trust is tough in business. When a colleague tells 
you, “I don’t trust you” your first instinct is probably to react 
defensively or aggressively, and rarely with curiosity and an 
openness to understand. You take “I don’t trust you” as an attack 
on your character and an affront to your integrity. But trust is 
the foundation for strong, productive relationships, teams, and 
organizations so it’s imperative that if you are told you are 
untrustworthy you need to change that fast.
In my research assessing hundreds of teams, I found that 70% of 
the variance between high and low performing teams centers on 
the quality of relationships of the team members. Additionally, top 
teams are 50 times more likely to successfully build and maintain 
trust than their less productive cousins. It’s nearly impossible to 
achieve common goals, talk about the toughest challenges, or 
collaborate across the organization without high trust.
The challenge is everyone sees and measures trust differently. 
People define trust and trustworthiness out of their own 
preferences and life experiences. In my mind someone is 
trustworthy if they are authentic and real and interested in me and 
my ideas. Trust is about connecting, about not being two-faced, 
not playing politics.
Bottom line, are you seen as trustworthy? And how do you talk 
about trust without everyone getting bent out of shape? Here are a 
few ideas:

1. “It all depends at how we look at things, and not 
how they are in themselves.” ~ Carl Jung
People have very different standards for judging if someone 
is trustworthy. For some people, it’s all about fulfilling 
commitments. Did you do what you said you would do? Are you 
accountable for your results? For others, it’s about authenticity, 
vulnerability, and connection. Did you show that you cared 
about them? Were you open and honest about who you are? 
Did you disclose something more personal about yourself that 
demonstrated trust? And yet for others, it’s about loyalty and 
candor. Did you stand up for me when I wasn’t around? Did you 
gossip about me or tell me to my face?
If you want to be seen as trustworthy by a variety of people who 
may all define trust differently, you have some work to do. You 
need to understand what trustworthy means to the important 
people in your life and to your key stakeholders at work. Know 
their expectations. Make the effort to meet their needs. You may 
want to ask them the following questions:

 k What lets you know you could trust me?
(continues on page 11)



Never ask questions relating to an applicant’s political 
or religious affiliations, age, marital or parental status, 
or lifestyle habits.
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You might want a forward thinker; a person 
committed to personal development; or someone 
who is enthusiastic about his or her job.
Michele Oliver, CEDR HR’s hiring manager and 
HR advisor, says having a Strategic Attraction Plan 
in place helps employers know the kind of people 
they are looking for and identify them as they move 
through the interview process.
When you are getting ready to hire, you will need 
to craft a solid job description. Oliver says you 
need to understand whether the position is going 
to be exempt (excluded from minimum wage, 
overtime regulations and other rights afforded non-
exempt employees) or non-exempt (where workers 
must be paid at least minimum hourly wage and 
given overtime pay of not less than 1.5 times their 
hourly wage beyond a 40-hour working week).
Most employees other than managers fall into the 
non-exempt category.
The job description should also include any 
physical requirements, such as lifting; duties and 
key functions of the position; and education and 
experience, along with any certification/or license 
requirements.
Next, create a job ad, which Oliver says must list 
all job requirements and accurately reflect the type 
of applicant you need to attract. 
The ad should include the position’s pay rate or 
pay range (based on experience) and any benefits 
provided.
“In your job ad, make some specific requests. 
You’re going to find out if they can follow direction 
and you’re going to find out how interested they 
are,” she says.
For example, the job ad should request a cover 
letter requiring applicants to answer a question, 
such as: Can you describe at least one situation in 
which a patient was upset or angry and how you 
handled it? This example should demonstrate how 
you were able to turn a bad situation into a positive 
experience for the patient.
Once you have received a number of resumes and 
cover letters, make time to sit down and evaluate 
each one.
“Did they send the cover letter like you asked 
them to? How is their cover letter? Is their spelling 
okay? What’s their grammar like? Did they use any 

inappropriate language? Are there large gaps in 
their employment history? Are they a job-hopper?”
Once you’ve whittled your pile of resumes into 10 
or so strong possibilities, it’s phone screening time. 
Call the person and ask if it’s a good time to talk. If 
it isn’t, schedule a mutually suitable time.
Oliver advises asking the same questions of 
everyone. What brings you to the job market? What 
interests you in this job? Explain the position and 
expectations and ask: ‘Are you still interested in 
this role?’”
If the answer is yes, then ask the applicant to tell 
you three skills that makes him or her right for the 
job.
Also ask the applicant how soon he or she is 
available to start working if offered the position.
If the phone interview goes well, set up a face-to-
face interview time. If the interview flops, tell that 
person that you just started calling applicants and 
you will either call back to schedule a face-to-face 
interview or send an email letting that person know 
that you are going in another direction.
The face-to-face interview should include questions 
designed to determine whether the person has the 
right skills for the job. Don’t ask questions that can 
be answered with a simple yes or no.
Questions might include: What advice would you 
have for your previous boss? If I were to hire you 
for this job and I granted you three promises with 
regard to working here, what would they be? Pretend 
you are the owner of this office. What three concerns 
about the office’s future keep you up at night?
Never ask questions relating to an applicant’s 
political or religious affiliations, age, marital or 
parental status, or lifestyle habits.
The interview should also include a skills-testing 
component. For example, a nurse-practitioner 
applicant might be shown a fake patient chart and 
asked what they would pay attention to before, 
during and after seeing the patient.
Pick your top three candidates and offer the position 
to the top person. Send a formal offer letter and a 

(Advanced hiring techniques  continued from page 1)
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EMPLOYEE MORALE
Three dimensions of medical 
practice cohesion
By Nick Hernandez
Cohesion is the intense bonding of employees, 
strengthened over time, that results in absolute 
trust. It is characterized by the subordination of 
self and an intuitive understanding of the collective 
actions of your medical practice and of the 
importance of teamwork, resulting in increased 
productivity. Cohesion is achieved by fostering 
positive peer pressure and reinforcing your 
practice’s core values. Cohesion provides practice 
staff with supportive relationships that buffer 
stress and increases their ability to accomplish 
the mission or task. Strong staff cohesion results 
in increased productivity and the achievement of 
greater successes.
There are three dimensions of cohesion: individual 
morale, confidence in the medical practice’s 
capability, and confidence in practice leaders. In 
combination, these dimensions dramatically affect 
the effectiveness of your practice.

1. Individual morale
Unhappy employees can be detrimental to your 
practice. Not only are they less productive and 
absent more, if they end up walking out the door, 
you’ll be paying the price for months or years to 
come. Turnover costs are estimated to be from 
30 percent of annual salary for an entry-level 
employee up to 400 percent of annual salary for a 
high-level employee.
As a leader, you must know your staff and look 
out for their welfare. Leaders who understand that 
morale, only morale, will bring success are more 
likely to keep morale high among employees. 
Morale is the level of enthusiasm, confidence, 
loyalty, and satisfaction within a practice, and it 
has been widely recognized as having direct ties 
to productivity. Every person contributes to the 
collective morale of their practice. A high state of 

morale, in turn, enhances practice cohesion and 
productivity.

2. Confidence in the practice’s capability
Medical staff members’ confidence in their 
practice’s effectiveness is gained through training. 
The longer employees work and train together in 
a practice, the more effective they become and 
the more confident they are in their practice’s 
capabilities. They know what their practice can do 
because they have worked together before. Keeping 
staff members together through practice cohesion is 
a workforce multiplier. Success in healthcare can be 
directly attributed to a practice’s overall confidence 
in its level of performance. Of course, the opposite 
holds true; lack of cohesion, lack of confidence, 
and poor performance preordain a practice’s failure.
Practices that have experienced workforce 
reductions through downsizing, restructuring, or a 
merger place extremely high expectations on the 
remaining workforce. Restoring self-confidence to 
face the impending challenges is critical to meet 
organizational demands.
Another key to confidence is transparency in 
communication. Keep employees informed right 
away; as soon as there is a whiff of something 
coming down the pipeline, employees need to 
know about it. Also, keep communications going 
both ways by collecting feedback at meetings and 
having department heads collect suggestions and 
ideas from their people.

3. Confidence in unit leaders
The issue of confidence in the workplace can 
make or break a practice’s culture. No confidence 
means a hostile, toxic work environment where 
productivity is severely limited. No confidence also 
means an environment where people are not living 
up to the standards of physician owners. 
Confidence in practice leaders’ abilities is earned as 
staff members spend time in the company of their 
supervisors and learn to trust them. Practice leaders 
must earn the respect of their staff, and doing so 

background check release form to that person. Hire 
a professional background checking company to 
conduct the check and do not let the person start 
working until the results in are your hand.

Do not decline the others until the top person has 
formally accepted the position. Encourage other 
strong candidates to continue to apply for other job 
openings in your office.  



Related reading: 
 � www.medicalofficemgr.com/5-easy-ways-to-boost-staff-
morale

 � www.medicalofficemgr.com /effective-communication-
leads-to-greater-staff-engagement-and-better-company-
reputation

 � www.medicalofficemgr.com /in-california-office-the-
training-starts-on-day-1-and-never-ends

Your subscription to this newsletter includes access to Medical 
Office Manager online. Click the links above in the digital version 
of this newsletter, or go to www.medicalofficemgr.com
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takes time. As staff members develop confidence, 
based on their prior achievements, in their 
practice’s ability to accomplish tasks, they also 
develop confidence in their leaders as they work 
and train together. In order to earn confidence, 
the leadership needs to fulfill their obligations 
and commitments. Promises and good intentions 
are not enough; confidence requires competent 
performance that fulfills expectations.
Practices with open cultures, where information is 
easy to obtain and communication flows regularly 
between leadership and employees, allow strong 
teams to grow and thrive. Practices that lack 
two-way communication between managers and 
employees will also lack cohesion. As cohesion 
increases, team communication continues to grow 
and thrive.
But, team cohesion is not possible without trust, 
and trust is a trait that must be present among 
team members, between team members and their 
manager, and between the team and practice 
leadership. Ardant du Picq, a French Army officer 
and military theorist of the mid-nineteenth century, 
perhaps summed up the need for cohesion best. 
“Pride exists only among people who know each 
other well, who have esprit de corps, and company 

spirit. There is a necessity for an organization 
that renders unity possible by creating the real 
individuality of the company.”
Nick Hernandez, MBA, FACHE is the CEO and founder 
of ABISA, LLC, a consultancy specializing in healthcare 
strategic growth initiatives. He is a speaker, trainer, and 
author who has over 20 years of leadership and operations 
experience. The company’s client list includes physician 
groups, hospital systems, healthcare IT organizations, venture 
capitalists, private equity investment groups, and hedge funds. 
He can be reached at nhernandez@abisallc.com or you can 
follow him on Twitter: @ABISALLC.  

Practical, “How to” Help to Implement an Efficient and Effective Denial Management System 
that Reduces the Number of Claim Denials, and Maximizes the Probability that You Will Get 
PAID for Your Claims!  Here’s an example of what you’ll learn at this Webinar:

   How to evaluate your existing claims 
management system to tell if it is functioning 
efficiently and profitably

   The components of an effective claims 
management system and how they work 
together to maximize revenue

   What payment data and ratios you need to track 
and how to make sure you are collecting and 
using the right data

   Why ongoing payment variance analysis is critical 
for reducing claim denials and underpayments

   Best practices for increasing the odds of filing 
clean claims that get you fully paid for the 
services you provide

   The key elements for mounting an effective 
appeal of your denied claim (hint: it isn’t the 
medical record!)

   And MUCH MORE!

WEBINAR ANNouNCEMENt

To register, go to www.medicalofficemgr.com or call 1-888-729-2315

When: Wednesday, September 12, 
1:00 p.m. ET (10 a.m. PT)
Duration: 60 minutes
Presenter:

Where’s the Money: How to Manage 
Denials Regardless of the Payor

Beth Pysell
CPC, RCC

$197 for 
Limited Access

Free 
for Medical Office 

Manager premium 
members!

Make no mistake: medical practices across America 
are losing thousands of dollars EVERY MONTH due to 
unclean claims and failure to effectively rework claim 

denials. This webinar can help you to reduce your 
claim denials and increase practice revenue.
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HEALTH CARE REFORM
CMS proposes changes to modernize Medicare and aid the 
doctor-patient relationship
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS) has proposed changes that would increase 
the amount of time that doctors and other clinicians 
can spend with their patients by reducing the 
burden of paperwork that clinicians face when 
billing Medicare.
The proposed rules are intended to help restore 
the doctor-patient relationship by empowering 
clinicians to use their electronic health records 
(EHRs) to document clinically meaningful 
information, instead of information that is only for 
billing purposes.
“Today’s reforms proposed by CMS bring us one 
step closer to a modern healthcare system that 
delivers better care for Americans at a lower cost,” 
said HHS Secretary Alex Azar on July 12. 
The proposals, part of the Physician Fee Schedule 
(PFS) and the Quality Payment Program (QPP), 
would also modernize Medicare payment policies 
to promote access to virtual care, saving Medicare 
beneficiaries time and money while improving their 
access to high-quality services no matter where 
they live. Such changes would establish Medicare 
payment for when beneficiaries connect with 
their doctor virtually using telecommunications 
technology (e.g., audio or video applications) to 
determine whether they need an in-person visit.  
Additionally, the QPP proposal would make 
changes to quality reporting requirements to focus 
on measures that most significantly impact health 
outcomes. The proposed changes would also 
encourage information sharing among health care 
providers electronically, so patients can see various 
medical professionals according to their needs 
while knowing that their updated medical records 
will follow them through the healthcare system. 
The QPP proposal would make important changes 
to the Merit-based Incentive Payment System 
(MIPS) “Promoting Interoperability” performance 
category to support greater EHR interoperability 
and patient access to their health information, 
as well as to align this clinician program with 
the proposed new “Promoting Interoperability” 
program for hospitals.
If this month’s proposals were finalized, clinicians 
would see a significant increase in productivity—

leading to substantially more and better care 
provided to their patients. Removing unnecessary 
paperwork requirements through the PFS proposal 
would save individual clinicians an estimated 51 
hours per year if 40 percent of their patients are 
in Medicare. Changes in the QPP proposal would 
collectively save clinicians an estimated 29,305 
hours and approximately $2.6 million in reduced 
administrative costs in CY 2019.

PROPOSED CY 2019 PHYSICIAN FEE 
SCHEDULE KEY CHANGES

The Physician Fee Schedule establishes payment 
for physicians and medical professionals treating 
Medicare patients. It is updated annually to make 
changes to payment policies, payment rates and 
quality-related provisions. Extensive public 
feedback the agency has received has highlighted 
a need to streamline documentation requirements 
for physician services known as “evaluation 
and management” (E&M) visits, as well as a 
need to support greater access to care using 
telecommunications technology.
The proposed changes to the Physician Fee 
Schedule would reinforce CMS’ Patients Over 
Paperwork initiative focused on reducing 
administrative burden while improving care 
coordination, health outcomes, and patients’ ability 
to make decisions about their own care.

Streamlining Evaluation and 
Management (E&M) payment and 
reducing clinician burden
CMS and the Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health Information Technology (ONC) have 
heard from stakeholders that CMS’s extensive 
documentation requirements for Evaluation and 
Management codes have resulted in unintended 
consequences. To meet these documentation 
requirements, providers have to create medical 
records that are a collection of predefined templates 
and boilerplate text for billing purposes, in many 
cases reflecting very little about the patients’ actual 
medical care or story.
Responding to stakeholder concerns, several 
provisions in the proposed CY 2019 Physician Fee 
Schedule would help to free EHRs to be powerful 

https://www.cms.gov/About-CMS/story-page/patients-over-paperwork.html
https://www.cms.gov/About-CMS/story-page/patients-over-paperwork.html
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tools that would actually support efficient care 
while giving physicians more time to spend with 
their patients, especially those with complex 
needs, rather than on paperwork. Specifically, this 
proposal would:

 k Simplify, streamline and offer flexibility in 
documentation requirements for Evaluation 
and Management office visits—which make up 
about 20 percent of allowed charges under the 
Physician Fee Schedule and consume much of 
clinicians’ time;

 k Reduce unnecessary physician supervision of 
radiologist assistants for diagnostic tests; and

 k Remove burdensome and overly complex 
functional status reporting requirements for 
outpatient therapy.

Advancing virtual care
Getting to the doctor can be a challenge for some 
beneficiaries, whether they live in rural or urban 
areas. Innovative technology that enables remote 
services can expand access to care and create more 
opportunities for patients to access personalized 
care management as well as connect with their 
physicians quickly.
Provisions in the proposed CY 2019 Physician 
Fee Schedule would support access to care using 
telecommunications technology by:

 k Paying clinicians for virtual check-ins—
brief, non-face-to-face appointments via 
communications technology;

 k Paying clinicians for evaluation of patient-
submitted photos; and

 k Expanding Medicare-covered telehealth 
services to include prolonged preventive 
services.

Lowering drug costs
CMS is proposing changes that would affect 
payment under Medicare Part B. Part B covers 
medicines that patients receive in a doctor’s office, 
such as infusions. CMS is proposing a change in 
the payment amount for new drugs under Part B, 
so that the payment amount would more closely 
match the actual cost of the drug. This change 
would be effective Jan. 1, 2019, and would reduce 
the amount that seniors would have to pay out-
of-pocket, especially for drugs with high launch 
prices.

PROPOSED CY 2019 QUALITY 
PAYMENT PROGRAM KEY CHANGES

To implement the Medicare Access and CHIP 
Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA), CMS 
established the Quality Payment Program (QPP), 
which consists of two participation pathways for 
doctors and other clinicians—the Merit-based 
Incentive Payment System (MIPS), which measures 
performance in four categories to determine an 
adjustment to Medicare payment, and Advanced 
Alternative Payment Models (Advanced APMs), 
in which clinicians may earn an incentive payment 
through sufficient participation in risk-based 
payment models.
The proposed changes to QPP aim to reduce 
clinician burden, focus on outcomes, and promote 
interoperability of electronic health records 
(EHRs), including by:

 k Removing MIPS process-based quality 
measures that clinicians have said are low-value 
or low-priority, in order to focus on meaningful 
measures that have a greater impact on health 
outcomes; and

 k Overhauling the MIPS “Promoting 
Interoperability” performance category to 
support greater EHR interoperability and 
patient access to their health information, as 
well as to align this performance category for 
clinicians with the proposed new Promoting 
Interoperability Program for hospitals.

Under the requirements of the Bipartisan Budget 
Act of 2018, CMS is continuing the gradual 
implementation of certain MIPS requirements to ease 
administrative burden on clinicians. The proposed 
changes to the Quality Payment Program reflect 
feedback and input from clinicians and stakeholders, 
and we will continue to offer free and customized 
support from CMS’s technical assistance networks.

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE QUALIFYING 
PAYMENT ARRANGEMENT 
INCENTIVE (MAQI) DEMONSTRATION

Aligning with the agency’s goals of improving 
quality of care and responding to the feedback we 
have received from clinicians, CMS also proposes 
waivers of MIPS requirements as part of testing 
a demonstration called the Medicare Advantage 
Qualifying Payment Arrangement Incentive 
(MAQI) demonstration. The MAQI demonstration 
would test waiving MIPS reporting requirements 

https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/index.html
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/index.html
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WORKPLACE SAFETY
What #MeToo means for corporate America and why employers 
must continue to address sexual harassment in the workplace
The #MeToo movement brought awareness and 
conversation to one of the most urgent issues facing 
the workplace today, but not enough data has been 
available to point to the causes or solutions until 
now. A new study, “What #MeToo Means for 
Corporate America,” conducted by the Center for 
Talent Innovation (CTI), is the first of its kind to 
measure the scope of the problem within the white-
collar workforce, to offer breakdowns by gender, 
generation, industry, and race/ethnicity, and to 
provide leaders and employees at any level with a 
framework for solutions.
The study, which surveyed 3,213 college-educated 
employees between the ages of 21 and 65 currently 
working full-time in white-collar occupations, 

finds that more than one in three women and more 
than one in ten men have been victims of sexual 
harassment (34 percent vs. 13 percent). More than 
half (57 percent) of men who have been harassed 
were harassed by other men. Of women who have 
been harassed, 72 percent were harassed by someone 
more senior in their careers. The findings suggest 
that a primary cause of harassment is an underlying 
motivation by some individuals to reinforce gender 
norms and assert power over others.
Other findings include:

Industry
Women surveyed working in financial services are 
less likely to have experienced sexual harassment 
than women working in other industries. (Survey 

and payment adjustments for clinicians who 
participate sufficiently in Medicare Advantage (MA) 
arrangements that are similar to Advanced APMs.
Some Medicare Advantage plans are developing 
innovative arrangements that resemble Advanced 
APMs. However, without this demonstration, 
physicians are still subject to MIPS even if they 
participate extensively in Advanced APM-like 
arrangements under Medicare Advantage. The 
demonstration will look at whether waiving MIPS 
requirements would increase levels of participation 
in such MA payment arrangements and whether it 
would change how clinicians deliver care.

PRICE TRANSPARENCY: 
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

Finally, as part of its commitment to price 
transparency, CMS is seeking comment through a 
Request for Information asking whether providers 
and suppliers can and should be required to inform 
patients about charge and payment information for 
healthcare services and out-of-pocket costs, what 
data elements would be most useful to promote 
price shopping, and what other changes are needed 
to empower healthcare consumers.
Public comments on the proposed rules are due by 
Sept. 10, 2018.

Where to find more information:
 k Fact sheet on the CY 2019 Physician Fee 
Schedule proposed rule 

 k CY 2019 Physician Fee Schedule proposed rule
 k Fact sheet on the CY 2019 Quality Payment 
Program

 k CY 2019 Quality Payment Program proposed 
rule

 k Medicare Advantage Qualifying Payment 
Arrangement Incentive (MAQI) Demonstration  

http://www.medicalofficemgr/oig-report-cms-dished-out-729-4-million-in-wrongful-ehr-incentive-payments-were-going-to-get-that-money-back
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Related reading: 
 � www.medicalofficemgr.com/8-traps-to-avoid-when-
investigating-a-sexual-harassment-complaint

 � www.medicalofficemgr.com /why-do-some-get-away-with-
sexual-harassment

 � www.medicalofficemgr.com /5-blind-spots-in-sexual-
harassment-policies-and-how-to-fix-them

Your subscription to this newsletter includes access to Medical 
Office Manager online. Click the links above in the digital version 
of this newsletter, or go to www.medicalofficemgr.com

“In order to address harassment and assault, 
employers need to know how often it’s happening—
and whom it affects.” 

—Ripa Rashid
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respondents were from a variety of industries 
including media, technology, business/consulting, 
and healthcare).
Among survey respondents, the highest rates of 
sexual harassment occur in the media industry: 
More than two out of five women in media have 
been harassed by a colleague. More than one in five 
men in this industry have been harassed.

Generation 
Twenty-five percent of baby boomers, 24 percent 
of Generation Xers, and 23 percent of millennials 
have experienced sexual harassment from a 
colleague.
Among survey respondents, millennials are more 
likely to have experienced assault than baby 
boomers or Generation Xers, despite fewer years in 
the workforce: Seven percent of millennials have 
been sexually assaulted by a colleague (compared 
to four percent of baby boomers and five percent of 
Generation Xers).

Race and ethnicity
Latinas and white women are the most likely to 
have experienced sexual harassment at work (37 
percent for both groups).
Twenty-three percent of black women who have 
been harassed were harassed by other women, 
compared to 10 percent of white women, 10 percent 
of Latinas, and five percent of Asian women.
Among survey respondents who have been sexually 
harassed, Asian women are the most likely to 
have been harassed by colleagues who are junior 
to them: 31 percent of Asian women who have 
been harassed were harassed by a colleague who 
is junior to them, compared to 15 percent of white 
women, 11 percent of Latinas, and 22 percent of 
black women.

The negative effect of unchecked sexual 
misconduct
Men and women who have experienced sexual 
harassment at work are less likely to be satisfied 
with their jobs than those who have not been 
harassed.
Employees who have been told about another 
colleague who has been harassed and/or assaulted 
are less likely than those that have not been told to 
be satisfied with their jobs and more likely to feel 
stalled in their careers.

“In order to address harassment and assault, 
employers need to know how often it’s happening—
and whom it affects,” says Ripa Rashid, co-
president at the Center for Talent Innovation. “Our 
findings around unchecked sexual misconduct, in 
particular, are impactful because they make clear that 
the word gets around among colleagues—and the 
effects on overall culture are detrimental.”
The study shares emerging solutions to address 
sexual harassment in the workplace. Many 
companies have created programs and guidelines to 
ensure an inclusive, equitable workplace. The study 
highlights several approaches, which include: How 
to take a stand on issues of sexual misconduct; how 
to report incidents; how to train employees on how 
to update and improve training related to sexual 
misconduct and gender discrimination; and how to 
track data and responses in a more transparent way 
to ensure trust among employees.
“As the culture of silence disappears with #MeToo, 
employers must understand that not addressing this 
issue will impact not only those who experience 
it but also those who hear about it,” says Laura 
Sherbin, co-president at the Center for Talent 
Innovation. “We are hoping this research will 
help businesses understand the importance of 
proactively tracking these incidents in order to act 
in a way that’s effective and inclusive. Companies 
have a vital role to play.”  
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HIRING 
Why your last hire failed and how to ensure success next time
It can be exasperating. After all that time spent 
interviewing and onboarding, your latest hire still 
didn’t work out and now you find yourself facing 
the process all over again. Why? What happened?
Well, according to research from Robert Half, 
aside from poor performance, failed hires are most 
likely a result of a mismatched skill set. Nearly four 
in 10 CFOs interviewed (38 percent) responded 
this way, up two percentage points from a similar 
survey conducted five years ago. And another 27 
percent of executives think unclear performance 
expectations is the top reason new employees don’t 
work out.  
CFOs were asked, “Aside from poor performance, 
which one of the following factors is most likely to 
lead to a failed hire?” Following are their responses 
by company size*:

How to ensure success the next time 
“Hiring is hard enough, but it’s even harder when 
you have to do it twice,” said Paul McDonald, 
senior executive director at Robert Half. “Don’t 
impede your efforts by recycling old job 
descriptions. Develop a fresh overview for each 
opening, listing the skills required for candidates to 
be successful now and in the future.”
McDonald also advises companies to sell the sizzle 
when recruiting. “Promote why your business is a 
great place to work, emphasizing the organization’s 
mission, culture and career growth opportunities,” 
he said. “This, combined with a compelling, 
relevant job description, will help attract top 
performers who fit the firm’s needs.”

4 ways to avoid hiring the 
wrong person for the job 
Robert Half offers these four tips to avoid making a 
bad hire:
1. Identify the must-haves. Make a list of 

essential skills and those that can be learned 
through training. While technical expertise can 
help people land the job, it’s their soft skills that 
ensure they’re a fit for the company and can 
take on greater responsibilities. 

2. Don’t shortcut the reference check. Talk to 
candidates’ former managers to get a better 
sense of whether employees might do well at 
your firm. Ask about individuals’ work styles, 
strengths and areas for improvement. 

3. Get outside help. By tapping the extensive 
networks of a specialized recruiting firm, you 

gain access to a larger talent pool. 
A recruiter can help evaluate each 
job seeker based on the required 
skills and performance expectations 
and accelerate the hiring process. 
4. Act immediately. If you find a 

great applicant, move quickly 
and offer attractive compensation. 
Separate Robert Half research 
shows promising candidates 
lose interest when companies 
delay making a decision. Don’t 
prolong the process.  

Number of Employees Total 20-
49

50-
99

100-
249

250-
499

500-
999 1,000+

Mismatched skill set 38% 39% 39% 32% 37% 40% 45%
Unclear performance 
expectations 27% 26% 26% 32% 26% 36% 21%

Personality conflicts 20% 21% 20% 20% 22% 19% 13%
Failure to fit into 
corporate culture 15% 15% 14% 15% 15% 5% 21%

100% 101% 99% 99% 100% 100% 100%
*Some responses do not total 100 percent due to rounding.
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 k What is the best way to gain your trust?
 k How do people lose your trust?
 k How would you define the level of trust 
between us?

2. “The best way to find out if you can 
trust somebody is to trust them.” 
~ Ernest Hemingway
As much as you want to be seen as trustworthy, 
how hard do you make people work before they 
earn your trust? Some of us grant everyone trust 
right away, as soon as we meet them. We assume 
they deserve our trust until they break it. Some of 
us don’t trust anyone until they have earned it. But 
once they have, they enjoy unlimited trust with us. 
Think about how you extend trust to others and 
ensure you aren’t making it so difficult for others to 
earn your trust that you are preventing relationships 
from forming or progressing.
Don’t “secret test” people. Let them know what you 
expect and help them build trust with you quickly. 
In business, we often don’t have the years we might 
enjoy in personal relationships to slowly build up 
trust. We have to form the team quickly. We have 
three months to complete the project. Others sense 
it when you are distrustful. By withholding trust, 
you may actually be creating a more difficult road 
for yourself to get things done at work. Don’t make 
others distrust you by being distrustful.
If you find it difficult to extend trust to someone 
you work closely with, ask yourself the following 
questions to see if they can help you grant trust:

 k Has this person ever given me cause NOT to 
trust them?

 k If they have, did I ever talk with them about my 
concerns?

 k Am I assuming positive intent? Do I know the 
full story?

 k Have I clearly expressed my expectations so 
there are no “secret tests”?

3. “Never ruin an apology with an 
excuse.” ~ Benjamin Franklin
If you break trust, own it immediately. Apologize 
fully. Most of the time, we do not break trust with 
intent. We are not intending to break a commitment, 
share a confidence, or take credit for someone 
else’s accomplishment. But stuff happens. When 

you believe you may have created distrust with 
someone else, confess quickly. Apologize for the 
impact. Ask how you can rebuild trust.

4. “The weak can never forgive. 
Forgiveness is an attribute of the 
strong.” ~ Mahatma Ghandi
Practice forgiveness. Don’t hold others to 
impossible, perfect standards that you wouldn’t 
want to be held to. Remember that their mistake 
may be different than one you would make, but 
we all transgress. Be clear with others on your 
needs and your expectations. Create candor in your 
relationships. Tell others if you believe they have 
broken trust. Allow them to fix things and accept 
their apologies. Holding on to that wrong can really 
weigh you down. Being able to forgive is often 
more for you than the person you are forgiving and 
can help continue to build trust between you and 
your colleagues.

5. “Feedback is the breakfast of 
champions.” ~ Ken Blanchard
If someone says they don’t trust you, don’t freak 
out. Don’t take it so personally that your righteous 
indignation keeps you from finding out what is 
at the core of this challenge. Remember, trust is a 
big word with many meanings. Dig in and find out 
what happened.

Conclusion
Relationships are clearly the foundation for strong 
teams, and in most organizations, work gets done 
on teams. You can’t build relationships if you 
don’t grant others trust and show yourself to be a 
trustworthy person. Don’t shy away from talking 
about trust at work. Consciously work to build and 
rebuild trust with others. By starting with yourself, 
by being trustworthy and by extending trust, you 
may well be making the greatest contribution to 
your team that you will ever make.
Audrey Epstein is a leadership development expert, partner 
at The Trispective Group and the co-author of The Loyalist 
Team: How Trust, Candor, and Authenticity Create Great 
Organizations. For more information or to take a free team 
snapshot assessment, please visit, www.trispectivegroup.com.  

(5 actions to take when you hear, “I don’t trust you”  continued from page 2)

Being able to forgive is often more for you than the 
person you are forgiving and can help continue to build 
trust between you and your colleagues.
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Brokers and consultants can offer expertise as you 
manage the practice’s benefits programs. Brokers are 
typically paid by commissions that often represent 
a percentage of the premiums you pay the insurance 
companies. The insurance companies pay the brokers 
directly. However, those commissions are built into 
what you pay the insurance companies.
Consultants typically are paid on a project/retainer 
basis permitting transparency between their value 
and their fully disclosed fees. Health care continues 
to be the employee benefit that drives the most of 
your costs and requires an experienced advisor to 
help you design and finance the best plans for your 
people. Welfare benefits (all other benefits besides 
health care) are important though less complex. 
With the emergence of new, generational-specific 
benefits, it is prudent to have an advisor that has 
knowledge of new benefits that have appeal to 
the new workforce (i.e. College Debt Reduction 
Benefits, personalized Wellbeing Programs, etc.).

2. Pay for value; customize your 
advisor agreement
Brokers often offer a package of services including 
(high margin) placing benefits like medical stop loss, 
life insurance, insurance company bonuses for placing 
business and ‘point solutions’ (e.g., telemedicine 
services) that pay them extra fees. It is very important 
to understand all the sources of revenue your broker 
receives from any vendor or insurance company. 
Some of those revenue sources are difficult to 
identify. So it is prudent to ask the broker for all 
direct commissions as well as contingent or over-
ride commissions it receives annually.
It may be wise to list the services you need and ask 
the broker to cost account each service and price them 
separately. Then you can back into the fee for value 
that meet your needs. You can also negotiate a retainer 
with your consultant or broker that is revisited each 
year as your annual needs change. Remember that 
commissions naturally grow as premiums increase 
thus the need to negotiate fees based on your needs 
rather than the broker’s income stream.

3. Conduct your own broker or 
consultant selection process
Many office managers inherit a broker or consultant 
who has been an incumbent for many years and 
may not be serving your needs appropriately. Some 
brokers or consultants were chosen because they 

were friends with retired leaders or prior managers 
in the practice. You must be certain you can fully 
trust the advisor serving you and that the fees you 
pay are competitive.
A broker or consultant with underwriting 
experience is a plus. Generally speaking, the more 
experience an advisor has the more valuable they 
will be to you. A stint in the insurance business is 
often a plus as well.
But of equal value is someone you respect and 
who is extremely responsive, timely, and able to 
solve problems and access resources within their 
company quickly if you need them. And, of course, 
you want someone who is pleasant to work with.
David C. Fortosis is the Senior Vice President, National 
Strategy Team, in Aon Hewitt’s Health and Benefits Practice 
and is located in Chicago. In his role, Dave works with clients 
to develop, refine and ultimately align their health care and 
benefits strategy to the business and people demands of 
running a successful business.  

(3 tips for selecting a health and benefits advisor  continued from page 1)
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